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Legislation that mandates specified electricity production from renewable sources paves a path to
costly mistakes because it excludes other sources that can meet the country’s goals.
A discussion of renewable energy seems to addle the brains of many sensible people, leading
them to propose policies that are bad engineering and science or have a foundation in yearning
for utopia. For example, Michael Bloomberg, self-made billionaire and mayor of New York
City, proposed putting wind turbines on the tops of skyscrapers and bridges. No need to ask the
engineers whether the structures could bear the strain or whether there were good wind
resources. Disagreeing with the mayor, the Alliance for Clean Energy New York said, “New
York is really a solar city.“ Like Mayor Bloomberg and the Alliance, 25 governors, and more
than 100 members of Congress, we love renewable energy. However, even this wonderful idea
requires a hard look to see what is sensible now and why some current and proposed policies are
likely to be costly, anger many people, and undermine the reliability of our electricity system.
Congress needs to understand some facts before voting for a national renewable portfolio
standard (RPS).
We share the goals of reducing pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, enhancing energy
security, maintaining electric supply reliability, and controlling costs. The mistake is to think that
a blinkered emphasis on renewable energy sources is the best way to achieve these goals.
Unfortunately, this mistake has swept through 25 state legislatures.
Renewable energy sources are a key part of the nation’s future, but wishful thinking does not
provide an adequate foundation for public policy.
These states have indicated their dissatisfaction with the current electricity-generation system by
enacting binding RPSs, which require that wind, solar, geothermal, biomass, waste, or other
renewable resources be used to generate up to 30% of the electricity sold by 2025. At the federal
level, H.R. 969 was introduced in the 110th Congress to require that 20% of the nation’s electric
power be generated by renewable energy sources. Organizations ranging from MoveOn.org and
the Union of Concerned Scientists to the American Wind Energy Association urged its passage
as a way to fight global warming, promote energy independence, increase wind-lease payments
to farmers, and move the country toward a clean energy economy based on solar and wind
power. H.R. 969 was not enacted, but a national RPS will certainly be reconsidered after the
election.
A national RPS is a bad idea for three reasons. First, “renewable” and “low greenhouse gas
emissions” are not synonyms; there are several other practical and often less expensive ways to
generate electricity with low CO2 emissions. Second, renewable sources such as wind,
geothermal, and solar are located far from where most people live. This means that huge

numbers of unpopular and expensive transmission lines would have to be built to get the power
to where it could be used. Third, since we doubt that all the needed transmission lines would be
built, a national RPS without sufficient transmission would force a city such as Atlanta to buy
renewable credits, essentially bribing rural states such as North Dakota to use their wind power
locally. However, the abundant renewable resources and low population in these areas mean that
supply could exceed local demand. Although the grid can handle 20% of its power coming from
an intermittent source such as wind, it is well beyond the state of the art to handle 50% or more
in one area. At that percentage, supply disruptions become much more likely, and the highly
interconnected electricity grid is subject to cascading blackouts when there is a disturbance, even
in a remote area.
Renewable energy sources are a key part of the nation’s future, but wishful thinking does not
provide an adequate foundation for public policy. The national RPS that gathered 159 cosponsors
in the last Congress would be expensive and difficult to attain; it could cause a backlash that
might doom renewable energy even in the areas where it is abundant and economical.
Consider the numbers. Past mandates and subsidies have increased wind’s share of generated
electric energy to 0.8% of total U.S. generation and geothermal’s share to 0.4%. Generation from
photovoltaic cells and ocean waves and currents totals less than 0.02%. Wood and municipal
waste provide 1.3%, and conventional hydroelectric 6% (but large hydroelectric power is
generally excluded from RPS calculations). The near-term potential for acquiring significant
additional generation from any of the renewable sources except wind is small. Thus, a renewable
portfolio standard requiring 15 to 30% of electricity from renewable sources requires that wind
generation be expanded at least 15-fold and perhaps more than 30-fold.
The timeframes for reaching these production goals are very short. Eighteen states require that
by 2015 at least 10% of their electricity must come from renewable sources. California and New
York require 25%. Satisfying the state mandates would require the production and siting of
hundreds of thousands of wind turbines. Because there is little wind power near large population
centers, tens of thousands of miles of new transmission lines would have to be built within the
next few years. Not only can transmission costs double the cost of delivered power, but the
median time to obtain permission and build long-distance transmission lines has been 7 years—
when they can be built at all. A Wall Street executive responsible for financing transmission
lines stated that of 35 lines he has been involved with at an advanced stage, 80% were never
built.
As Massachusetts has already discovered, implementing an RPS is far more difficult than
passing popular legislation. The proposed wind farm off Cape Cod is stalled, and Massachusetts
is badly behind in meeting its RPS. Even beyond siting the wind farms, states and the federal
government would have to expedite permitting and obtaining the land and permission to build
transmission lines, as well as provide the resources to review interconnection applications
quickly. Although the public supports renewable energy in the abstract, many groups object
vociferously to wind farms in particular places and to transmission lines nearly everywhere.
Producing sufficient wind turbines would require a major increase in manufacturing capacity.
Demand (driven by state RPSs and the federal renewable production tax credit) has already

stretched supplies thin, creating an 18-month delivery delay for wind machines. It has also
emboldened manufactures to reduce wind turbine warranties from five years to two.
Many current laws mandate the use of a specific technology, apparently assuming that legislators
can predict the success of future R&D. An RPS is such a law. In our judgment, laws ought to
specify requirements that generation technologies must meet, such as low pollution,
affordability, power quality, and domestic power sources, and leave the means of realizing the
goals to technologists and the market.
Technological realities
Wind and solar generation are qualitatively different from electricity generated by fossil fuels,
nuclear energy, or hydropower. Wind and solar generation are variable, do not generate power
most of the time, and generally do not generate electricity when demand is highest. The cost of
renewable power includes ancillary expenses such as long-distance transmission, the need to
operate fossil-fueled backup facilities, and storage. Each of the renewable sources has its
particular liabilities.
Wind. For the next decade or two, wind is the most practical and cost-effective renewable option
and has been deployed in 27 states. Wind and geothermal are, on a percentage basis, the nation’s
fastest-growing electric power sources. But even at the 2008 rate of growth (a historic high),
wind will supply less than 2% of U.S. electric energy in 2020. If new policies aim to increase
wind’s share to 13% of 2020 electric energy, it would mean increasing annual wind installations
from 5,400 megawatts (MW) (in 2008) to between 40,000 and 70,000 MW per year by 2020.
Total land area for wind farms would be 30,000 to 50,000 square miles, about the area of Ohio.
Among the disadvantages of wind systems are that they produce power only when the wind is
strong and that they are most productive at night and during spring and fall, when electricity
demand is low. The capacity factor (the percent of maximum generation potential actually
generated) of the best sites for wind turbines is about 40%, and the average capacity of all the
wind turbines used to generate utility power in the United States was 25% in 2007.
Electricity can be generated by wind turbines for an unsubsidized cost of 8 cents per kilowatthour (kWh) (at sites with a capacity factor of 40%) to 12 cents/kWh (at sites with the 2007
average capacity factor of 25%). Transmitting the power to market could add 1 to 8 cents/kWh,
depending on the distance and the cost of acquiring land and installing the lines. Because the best
wind sites are remote, the cost of delivered wind power to the populous Northeast or Southeast
would be 12 to 20 cents/kWh. A new coal gasification plant with CO2 capture is estimated to
produce power for 10 cents/kWh and could be located much closer to where the power is
consumed. New nuclear plants might produce power for 12 cents/kWh. Energy-efficient
appliances and buildings reduce energy consumption at a much lower cost.
Wind power does save fossil fuel, but not as much as it might seem. For example, if wind
supplied 15% of the electricity, it would save less than 15% of fuel because other generators
backing up the wind must often run at idle even when the wind is blowing and because their fuel

economy suffers when they have to ramp up and slow down to compensate for variability in
wind.
Variability also requires constant attention, lest it threaten the reliability of the electric system.
On February 26, 2008, the power system in Texas narrowly avoided a breakdown. At 3 p.m.,
wind power was supplying a bit more than 5% of demand. But over the course of the next 3.5
hours, an unforecast lull caused wind power to fall from 2,000 MW to 350 MW, just as evening
demand was peaking. Grid operators declared an emergency and blacked out 1,100 MW of load
in a successful attempt to avoid a system collapse. According to the Electric Reliability Council
of Texas, “This was not the first or even the worst such incident in ERCOT’s area. Of 82 alerts
in 2007, 27 were ‘strongly correlated to the drop in wind’.”
At night the wind blows strongly and demand for power is low. On Hawaii’s Big Island, wind
supplies over a third of nighttime electric energy. Oil generators that are not required are shut
down. On three nights during one week in June 2007 on the Big Island, the variability of the
wind overwhelmed the ability of the single oil generator that remained running to compensate.
While the system operators urgently tried to get a second unit warmed up, the frequency of grid
power fell from its normal 60 hertz (Hz) to 58 Hz. Emergency procedures are implemented in
most grids to prevent frequency from falling below 59.8 Hz to prevent damage to customers’
electronic equipment.
The largest system with significant wind energy is Spain, where wind supplies 9.5% of electric
energy every year. System operators there cope well, helped by large hydroelectric plants (18%
of all generation capacity) that can react quickly to drops in the wind and store excess electricity
when the wind blows strongly at times of low demand. Spain’s large amount of excess capacity
also helps to protect system reliability; it has 86 GW of generation, including 15 GW of wind, to
serve a maximum load of 45 GW. In the U.S.’s largest wind area, Texas, there is 6 GW of wind
capacity but only 0.5 GW of hydroelectric capacity (with no ability to store electricity). Instead
of Spain’s 90% excess generation capacity, Texas has 13%.
Can the United States do as well as Spain or, as mandated by 11 state RPSs, twice as well? Yes,
but probably not without the $60 billion investment in new transmission lines recommended by
the American Wind Energy Association. Such an interstate superhighway transmission system
might allow remote generators or hydroelectric dams to pick up the slack when the wind dies
down. A recent U.S. Department of Energy report relies on such a system to sketch a roadmap to
20% wind energy by 2030. Major investments in transmission lines, standby generators, and
storage will be required to ensure that the lights don’t flicker if 20% of the nation’s electric
energy comes from wind.
Finally, wind energy is a finite resource. At large scale, slowing down the wind by using its
energy to turn turbines has environmental consequences. A group of researchers at Princeton
University found that wind farms may change the mixing of air near the surface, drying the soil
near the site. At planetary scales, David Keith (then at Carnegie Mellon) and coworkers found
that if wind supplied 10% of expected global electricity demand in 2100, the resulting change in
the atmosphere’s energy might cause some regions of the world to experience temperature
changes of approximately 1ºC.

Solar. The amount of solar energy that reaches the United States each year is equivalent to an
impressive 4,000 times the nation’s electric power needs. Although using the Sun’s energy has
captured people’s imagination, its practical near-term prospects for meeting an RPS are dim.
Electric power can be supplied by solar photovoltaic (PV) arrays and by solar thermal systems in
which the Sun heats a fluid that generates steam to drive a steam turbine. PV has a nonsubsidized
cost of 33 to 61 cents/kWh, almost 10 times the cost of the current electric power generation
mix, and 3 to 5 times the cost of other low-carbon generators. The current cost of PV makes it
more a subject for basic research than widespread deployment. Solar thermal is cheaper, but
without subsidy is not competitive except in special applications.
One of the largest solar PV arrays in the United States is a 5-MW system operated by Tucson
Electric Power in Arizona,. Over two years of operation, the capacity factor for that generator
has averaged 19%. Even in Arizona, clouds cause rapid fluctuation in the array’s power output.
As with wind, large-scale solar power will require large transmission system investment to pair
solar with steady power.
Solar thermal systems such as the new 64-MW Nevada Solar One installation should have
smoother output power than PV systems because the thermal inertia of the oil used as a working
fluid is expected to continue producing electricity despite the fluctuating thermal input. Moltensalt energy storage will be used to store energy for a few hours in order to generate power during
the evening peak load. The facility is expected to have a capacity factor of 24%. The
unsubsidized cost can be about 17 cents/kWh.
Solar subsidies in Japan and Germany, as well as solar setasides in domestic state legislation, are
based on legislators’ assumption that the price for solar PV systems will decline to competitive
levels as economies are achieved in manufacturing. At present, solar PV in states such as
Pennsylvania (where the RPS requires 800 MW of solar PV) can produce wholesale power at 50
cents/kWh. Basic research might make solar PV competitive, but relying on large-scale orders to
attain this goal with today’s technology is fantasy.
Costs for a solar PV system (solar cells, electronics, packaging, and installation) would need to
fall by a factor of 3 to 5 to produce power at rates competitive with other low-emissions sources,
and that does not even include additional costs due to the variability of solar power. Cost
reductions of this magnitude will not come quickly or easily. In fact, solar cell costs are now
10% higher than they were in 2004; the balance of the system components, representing half the
total cost, have not become less expensive.
Geothermal. At a good site, geothermal power can generate electricity from hydrothermal
sources at about 10 cents/kWh. At present, it supplies almost as much energy as does wind, and
it has the advantage of providing a fairly steady supply. The median geothermal plant averaged a
63% capacity factor, comparable to that of coal-fired generators. However, the best locations are
clustered in the Southwest, so long-distance transmission may be needed.
Today’s geothermal power operates by pumping very hot subsurface water to the surface to
produce steam to run a generator. Appropriate hydrothermal sources are limited, and large-scale

geothermal power will require injecting surface water into very deep rock with techniques that
are still in development and water that is scarce in the Southwest.
Run-of-the-river hydroelectric. Run-of-the-river hydro (a modern water wheel) can be attractive,
but operates only when the river is flowing. To produce much energy, there would have to be a
large, fast-flowing river. The potential power from this source is limited because many of the
suitable rivers have already been dammed for hydroelectric power.
Rather than specifying a winning technology, Congress and state legislatures should specify the
goals and provide incentives to reach them.
Biomass. At small scale, the use of waste biomass that would otherwise be left in fields is
economically attractive. However, removing crop residue can make soil less productive and
decrease its ability to store carbon. Biomass such as wood chips and switchgrass can be co-fired
up to 10% with coal or can be burned in a specially designed furnace. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture estimates that offering $60 per ton would produce 350 million tons of farm waste,
tree trimmings, municipal solid waste, and energy crops. Increasing the price to $90 per ton
would pull in an additional 80 million tons. These prices are comparable to coal at $120 and
$180 per ton, respectively. A generator burning biomass would raise the price of electricity by
almost 4 to 7 cents/kWh, respectively. Transporting biomass is expensive, so it is likely to be
used only near existing coal-fired power plants or in plants especially built for biomass. Thus,
biomass might provide a few percent of generation.
Ocean. Systems to produce electricity from ocean tides, currents, waves, and thermal gradients
are immature technologies whose costs and environmental effects are not fully known. The
estimated global practical potential from tides and currents totals 70 GW, about 2% of current
global electric power generation.
Storage. The variable nature of wind and solar generation requires demand response, other
generation, or storage to fill the gaps when the wind calms or clouds obscure the Sun. At 38 sites
in 18 states, water is pumped up into a reservoir by electric motors; when needed, the water
flows back through the turbine to produce hydroelectric power. These pumped-storage facilities
are expensive to build and have controversial environmental effects. The combined capacity of
these pumped-storage facilities is 19,400 MW, or about 1.8% of the nation’s generation capacity.
Where they have available capacity, they are good choices for storing variable power.
In many areas of the country, electricity can be stored by using it to compress air, which is
injected underground into depleted gas reservoirs, abandoned mines, or salt caverns. When
electricity is needed (for example, when the wind is not blowing), the compressed air is released,
heated, mixed with natural gas, and burned in a turbine to produce electricity. Many areas of the
country have suitable geology. A 110-MW compressed-air energy storage facility of this type
that has been operating since 1991 in Alabama can help provide power for 26 hours. At current
natural gas prices, these storage facilities have capital and operating costs of approximately 8
cents/kWh of electricity produced.

Storage batteries are often used in small-scale, off-grid solar or wind systems. For large-scale
application, sodium-sulfur batteries using a high-temperature chemical reaction have been
deployed in several U.S. locations. These remain expensive. Plug-in electric hybrid vehicles that
can be charged at night when the wind is blowing and demand is low may provide electricity
storage in the future, but considerable technical and economic problems remain to be solved.
To sum up, we estimate that the states could accommodate 10% of the electricity coming from
wind (or solar, if the costs were to come down) at any one time. With some attention and
adjustment, we find that the electricity system could accommodate 15% or even 20%. To
accomplish this, the system would require good prediction of wind speeds (or clouds for solar)
several hours in advance, as well as a great deal of spinning reserve to substitute for the wind
power when there are major changes in wind speed. Dealing with the minute-to-minute
variability requires battery storage, fast-ramping generators, or customers who can react in
minutes to raise or lower their use.
A national system must also deal with the fact that the best wind resources are in the Great
Plains, about 1,000 miles from the Southeast where the electricity is likely to be needed.
Policymakers must remain mindful of the difficulty of expanding transmission infrastructure.
Community opposition will be widespread, the cost will be high, and the lines themselves will be
vulnerable to disruption by storms or terrorists.
Thus, although a 20% national RPS might be physically possible with a very large transmission
network and large amounts of spinning reserve, the logistical barriers will be high and the costs
daunting. Embarking on this path without considering alternative strategies to reach the same
ultimate goal would be short-sighted.
Energy efficiency
Mandating rapid, massive deployment of these technologies will result in high cost, disputes
over land use, and unreliable electricity, leading to a public backlash.
An RPS is essentially a narrowband solution to a broadband problem. By placing an inordinate
focus on a limited number of renewable energy sources, legislators are neglecting numerous
other options that can make significant contributions to the larger social goal of an adequate
supply of clean, low-carbon, reliable, and affordable electricity. A prime example of a strategy
that deserves more attention is energy efficiency.
In comparison with other developed nations, the United States is a profligate user of energy. For
example, Americans use more than twice as much energy per capita and per dollar of gross
domestic product as do Denmark and Japan. The comparison across nations or over time
indicates a high potential for increased U.S. energy efficiency.
Experience in states such as California shows that aggressive policies can substantially reduce
the growth of electricity demand. Aggressive efficiency standards for appliances and buildings,
subsidizing efficient lighting, a five-tier electricity pricing structure with prices that start at 11.6
cents/kWh and go up to 34.9 cents/kWh for residential customers with high consumption, and

incentive plans that reward utilities for lowering electricity use have led residential use per capita
in California to grow only 4% from 1980 to 2005, while use in the rest of the United States grew
89%. The per capita demand in the commercial sector in California grew by 37% over that
period, much less than the 228% growth in the rest of the country. California used 4% more
electricity per dollar of gross state product in 2005 than in 1980, whereas the rest of the country
used 40% more.
A new approach now in the early stages of implementation in California and elsewhere is
changing from charging the same price for electricity at all times of the day to a system in which
the price varies to reflect the actual cost of power at that time. On hot summer afternoons,
inefficient and expensive generators are turned on to satisfy the additional demand; they may run
for only a few dozen hours in a year, but the cost of building and maintaining them means that
the cost of that peak electricity is very high. If customers were forced to pay the actual price at
the time they use electricity, they would be motivated to shift some of their usage to lower-price
hours, which would reduce the need for some expensive peaking capacity.
An economic model designed to predict consumer response to real-time pricing found that in the
mid-Atlantic states, peak load would be reduced by 10 to 15%. But the model also found that
total demand would increase by 1 to 2% as consumers took advantage of lower rates at off-peak
hours. The shift to increased nighttime electric use would be a good match for wind’s production
profile but would not be a good fit for solar power. One potential downside of real-time pricing
is that it may increase pollution emissions in certain regions of the country if customers switch
their use from daytime, when natural gas is the predominant generation source for meeting peak
demand, to the night, when coal dominates.
Policies to promote energy efficiency could clearly make a large contribution to reducing CO2
emissions from electricity generation. However, the experience of California and other energyconserving states indicates that implementing energy efficiency takes time and resources. An
effective program requires actions that take years, such as replacing appliances and installing
better insulation and windows. Although aggressive energy efficiency measures might lower
electricity demand in states where the population is not growing, for most of the nation
population is likely to grow faster than efficiency can be improved, so that total energy demand
will continue to grow.
An inclusive strategy
Electricity is essential to modern life and commerce, from computers to natural gas furnaces to
telecommunications to elevators and traffic signals. The critical importance of the electric system
was made painfully clear by the 2003 Northeast blackout, which stopped all economic activity
and endangered the lives and well-being of 50 million people.
The United States is increasing its reliance on electric power and will have to generate 40% more
electricity by 2030 if demand keeps growing as it has during the past 35 years. The North
America Electricity Reliability Council is warning that reserve generation capacity is becoming
so low in the country (except for the Southeast) that unless generation is added or demand
reduced, within a decade there will be brownouts or blackouts.

We face the additional challenge of quickly reducing CO2 and other pollutants such as mercury
and soot. At the same time, the price of power has risen 25% nationally since the last presidential
election and has risen much faster in cities such as Baltimore.
The recent doubling of oil prices reduced imports appreciably. High oil, natural gas, and coal
prices encourage energy efficiency, conservation, and a more sustainable fuel supply. Higher
electricity prices, real-time pricing, and new efficiency standards can reduce growth in electricity
demand. But even if the country can reduce the growth in electricity demand substantially, it will
still need new generation capacity, much of it to replace old, inefficient plants.
Rather than specifying a winning technology, Congress and state legislatures should specify the
goals—reduce pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, enhance energy security, maintain
electric supply reliability, and control costs—and provide incentives to reach them. Since no
current technology meets all goals, legislators must allow for tradeoffs. Specifying the goals
rather than the technologies will lead to a technology race that will serve society.
Instead of enacting a national RPS, Congress should:







Handle conventional pollution discharges through legislation and the Environmental
Protection Agency.
Handle greenhouse gas emissions through legislation such as a carbon tax or a cap-andtrade system that addresses such emissions explicitly.
Handle energy security through energy efficiency programs such as equipment
performance standards and consumer incentives and through maintenance of a high
petroleum price.
Maintain reliability through close monitoring of the new Electric Reliability Organization
and of generating capacity and demand.
Control costs through efficiency standards and encouraging a diverse portfolio of
generating fuels, but avoid mandates to deploy expensive technologies. Rather, it should
allow the market to determine the least-cost generation options.

Impatience to solve current problems has resulted in aggressive RPSs with strict deadlines.
Although we agree that renewable technologies will help attain social goals, mandating rapid,
massive deployment of these technologies will result in high cost, disputes over land use, and
unreliable electricity, leading to a public backlash against these policies. The United States needs
to focus on the goals, provide substantial incentives to meet them, and avoid polices that exclude
economical ways to meet them.
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